Classroom Upgrades

- Up to 140 classrooms at Dayton Campus and 10 at Lake will be upgraded to be fully digital with digital cameras, ceiling mounted microphones, digital projection systems and Cisco codecs and panels
- Enables simultaneous in-person and live-streamed delivery, including any content shown on the projector
- Supports the ability to record sessions for access via the LMS

- This project not only directly supports remote delivery of instruction but also addresses overdue maintenance and upgrades
- These rooms are now positioned to meet Wright State’s needs, regardless of teaching mode, for years to come

- 39 rooms completed prior to the start of the Fall term
- 103 rooms now completed
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Classroom Upgrades – Non-Traditional

• Outfit 37 rooms that have special or restrictive requirements with equipment to support the remote delivery of instruction
• Most received mobile cart solutions that included:
  – Computer and monitor
  – Webcam with adjustable arm
  – Microphone
  – Optional document camera
  – Optional large TV screen
  – Optional special LED lighting for complex or close-up video
Nursing Mobile Cart
Other Initiatives

• 371 Dell laptops to loan to students
• 100 hotspots for students
• 275 Dell and Mac laptops for faculty and staff, additional order in process
• Additional technology to support remote teaching/working
  – Web cams, mics, headsets, document cameras, wireless adapters, etc.
• Additional classroom upgrades
  – Secondary monitors
• Respondus Monitor – removed license cap
• Duo two-factor for students
• Additional VDI capacity with graphics processing capacity
Equipment Checkout

• Students:
  – 353 laptops currently checked out, 571 laptops have been checked out since March
  – 38 hotspots currently checked out

• Faculty/Staff
  – 83 Windows laptops / 32 Mac laptops
  – 98 webcams
  – 32 usb microphones / 19 Panopto microphones
  – 20 headsets
  – 26 portable document cameras

• We have hotspots available for students if internet connectivity is a barrier to learning and upon request from Student Retention